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Figure 1: (Dis)Appearables: a. wall portal and b. foor portal that facilitate the actuated TUIs to appear and disappear for user
experience, c. Stage Design + Control UIs [top] and Fabrication of Stage [bottom], d. Application for interactive mobility
simulation, e. application for remote table hockey.)

ABSTRACT
(Dis)Appearables is an approach for actuated Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) to appear and disappear. This technique is supported
by Stages: physical platforms inspired by theatrical stages. Selfpropelled TUI’s autonomously move between front and back stage
allowing them to dynamically appear and disappear from users’
attention. This platform opens up a novel interaction design space
for expressive displays with dynamic physical afordances.
We demonstrate and explore this approach based on a proofof-concept implementation using two-wheeled robots, and multiple stage design examples. We have implemented a stage design
pipeline which allows users to plan and design stages that are composed with front and back stages, and transition portals such as trap
doors or lifts. The pipeline includes control of the robots, which
guides them on and of stage. With this proof-of-concept prototype,
we demonstrated a range of applications including interactive mobility simulation, self re-confguring desktops, remote hockey, and
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storytelling/gaming. Inspired by theatrical stage designs, this is a
new take on ‘controlling the existence of matter’ for user experience
design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

“The ultimate display would, of course, be a room within which the
computer can control the existence of matter.”
(Sutherland, 1965) [48]
For years, researchers have been motivated by the malleability
of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), where the existence of visual
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and graphical information are instantly and dynamically controlled
within 2D fat displays or, more recently, in 3D Virtual Reality
environments. As the quote from Sutherland in ‘Ultimate Display’
indicates, this power of graphical interfaces inspired researchers to
envision ultimate technologies that can control the existence of any
‘objects’ in space [48]. Similarly, ultimate physical matter that is
computationally controlled to conform and transform according to
users’ input and intention are envisioned with a focus on tangibility
and physicality [13, 57].
Towards such visions, HCI researchers have explored ways to
dynamically reconfgure physical interfaces through actuated and
shape-changing Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) [4, 35, 38]. Through
such research streams, researchers have demonstrated the power of
such approach for interaction design, including dynamic physical
afordances [8] and data physicalization [15]. While GUIs have
long relied on the spontaneous emergence of digital objects, how
physical objects can appear and disappear (henceforth referred to
as ‘(dis)appear’ for brevity) has not been addressed in-depth. This is
likely because the spontaneous (dis)appearance of physical matter
violates the laws of physics. However, magicians and performers
show have surprised and confused audiences by seemingly doing
just that. They demonstrate that actual transportation is not needed
to convince the audience that they just perceived transportation.
Such illusions can play vital roles in a show’s plot - such as the
dramatic melting of the Wicked Witch in the musical Wicked. Even
simple exits or entrances, such as walking on stage, are carefully
choreographed by the director for continuity and dramatic impact.
In HCI feld, some research has explored ways for physical user
interface elements to emerge and be rendered from interaction
surfaces [8, 40, 52], but they reveal their underlying mechanisms
and the back-stage rigging giving immediate explanation to such
transitions. In this work, we investigate the design of tangible
interfaces with (dis)appearances to/from a hidden back-stage, and
how this afordance can engender new modes of human-computer
interaction.
(Dis)Appearables is a general approach for actuated TUIs to
(dis)appear from the user for physical interaction design. This approach is supported by self-propelled User Interfaces together with
Stage, a physical platform consisting of front- and back-stages connected through transition portals.
In this paper, we defne the general approach, design space, and
interaction design benefts of (Dis)Appearables based on Stages.
Stages enable actuated TUIs to (dis)appear, and facilitate the illusion of controlling the existence of matter. We demonstrate a
(Dis)Appearables proof-of-concept with an existing actuated TUI
system that uses two-wheeled self-propelled robotic devices [6, 34];
however, the approach is generalizable for other self-propelled
TUIs. Our implementation introduces the design and fabrication
pipeline of the Stage for the robotic devices to navigate on. Using
the pipeline, we demonstrate applications that take advantage of
the ‘(Dis)Appearing’ efect, ranging from reconfgurable desktops
to remote physical gaming. Inspired by theatrical stage designs,
this is a new take on ‘controlling the existence of matter’ for user
experience design of physical and tangible UIs.
The list of contributions includes:
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• An introduction of a general interaction design approach,
(Dis)Appearables, for actuated TUIs to (dis)appear from the
user through Stages consisting of an interactive front-stage
and hidden back-stage.
• The concept and Design Space of (Dis)Appearables including
a range of physical efects, transition portal primitives, and
a discussion on the overarching design implications.
• A proof-of-concept prototype based on of-the-shelf twowheeled robotic hardware, and a stage design pipeline for
designing stages and controlling the robots on-top of them.
• Applications to demonstrate the interaction design opportunity of (Dis)Appearables in multiple use cases.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Actuated TUIs and (Dis)appearing UIs
Often inspired by the fexibility and dynamism of GUI, researchers
have been investigating physical interfaces that can actuate and
shape change through novel mechanical hardware designs [4, 17,
35]. Various prior works have started to explore the afordance of
a physical interface (dis)appearing. For example, with vertically
actuated pin arrays, 2.5D physical UIs can appear by rising from
the surface [8, 25]. Pneumatic technology has been employed to
render volumetric shapes emerging from fat compressed shapes
[54, 55, 63]. With Dynablock, Suzuki et al. extended the pin-display
architecture to assemble blocks to compose 3D shapes rising from
a surface [52].
Emergeables [40], on the other hand, proposed a top-down concept of physical interfaces that can emerge from a surface, for
eyes-free interaction on a mobile device with ‘emergeable’ physical controllers with continuous inputs such as knobs and sliders
emerging from smartphone screens. While we were inspired by the
concept in this paper of emerging physical interfaces, their general
implementation approaches were limited in the types of interfaces
and shapes to emerge / render as well as tangible input fexibility.
In our paper, we introduce a novel approach for physical and
tangible interfaces to dynamically (dis)appear from interaction surfaces through the combination of self-propelled robotic TUIs with
physical platforms featuring front- and back-stage architectures,
allowing the hardware to hide from the user’s view and reach. Unlike the previous methods listed above, this approach leverages
and focuses on the expression of (dis)appearing to design new user
experiences.
Moreover, in our approach, by hiding tangible UIs in the backstage from users, the self-propelled TUIs can physically reconfgure
with additional modules (e.g. constructive assembly [65], or mechanical add-ons [34]) behind the walls and appear to users with
the reconfgured shapes and functionality. Similar to how seeing
an actor change costume on stage could disrupt storytelling and
confuse the audience, such mechanical assembly and reconfguration processes may disrupt the user experience if visible. For
example, it can attract unnecessary attention from users or indicate
unintended afordances [37]. The mechanical shells and unused selfpropelled TUI’s could clutter and crowd the interactive area. Our
approach gives new opportunities for designers and researchers to
selectively hide such transitions and modules that is not preferable
to be seen by users. This helps to address one of the fundamental
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classic challenges in TUIs about ‘physical clutter’ [7, 44, 60]. In
our applications, we demonstrate how leveraging this technique
improves the quality and extends the use cases of self-propelled
TUIs beyond previous works.
Fundamentally, (Dis)Appearables encourages and explores the
holistic design of self-propelled user interfaces. That is, considering
not just the robotic modules and their movements, but the larger
infrastructure and environment in which they move. How that
environment can be designed to support more seamless and novel
modalities of interaction are questions this work probes.

2.2

Tabletop Actuated TUIs and Swarm UIs

Tabletop TUIs have explored the idea of giving actuation capabilities
to passive tangible tokens on horizontal tabletop surfaces - one of
the most classic style of TUIs [14, 59]. An early approach to enable
tabletop actuated TUIs was implemented using electro-magnetic
arrays that control the position of tangible pucks [35, 50, 51].
Instead of embedding the actuation capability directly into the
tabletop surfaces for controlling passive tokens, another approach
proposed for tabletop actuated TUIs is to employ self-propelled
robotic devices. Curlybot was one of the frst instances of such an
interface that has embedded wheels to locomote across a fat plane
while being able to detect users’ movements [9]. While swarm
robots have been technically demonstrated in the robotics feld
for collectively composing shapes and fulflling tasks [41–43, 64],
recently in HCI, Le et al. proposed the concept of Swarm User Interface (SUI). SUI is a new category of actuated TUIs [21], which is a
type of interface using self-propelled elements that can collectively
interact with users. This approach has displayed broad interaction
opportunities within haptics [20], constructive assemblies [34, 65],
gestural interaction [18], additional shape-changing capabilities
[53], and furniture actuation [49]. As for extended locomotion capabilities, even levitating self-propelled TUIs have been proposed
[3, 10].
In such a realm, there is a gap of in-depth discussion and exploration in designing the surrounding platform and space for
which the interaction takes place. Additionally, the design space
for robotic user interfaces that appear and disappear from users’
attention has yet to be mapped out. We believe our generalizable
technique can greatly contribute to designing the afordances and
physical expressions of actuated TUIs by the introduction of Stages.
In Human Robot Interaction for education, Robert et al. proposed
a system with a meter-sized wheeled robot that travels through a
gate in a Mixed Reality environment. In this work, the robot appears
from and disappears to the digital space through the gate [39]. This
preliminary demonstration inspired us to expand this notion of
(dis)appearing so as to be a platform approach for self-propelled
TUIs. In this work, we explore the broader design implications and
opportunities of such a platform interaction technique with a range
of applications. Additionally, our approach takes into account the
operation of one or more self-propelled robots, which can work
collectively on functional stage designs for novel interactions, such
as ‘teleportation’ or ‘transfguration’.

3
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(DIS)APPEARABLES - CONCEPT AND
DESIGN SPACE

In this section, we provide an overview of the general approach
and design of (Dis)Appearables. While the prototypes and diagrams
shown in this paper are developed based on tabletop two-wheeled
robotic devices, the general concept should be applicable for broader
self-propelled user interface hardware such as drones [10] and
actuated curve interfaces [33].

3.1

Overall Design and Stage Composition

The overall design of (Dis)Appearables includes the self-propelled
TUIs, Stage, and the computer (Figure 2a). Stage is the supporting
physical platform, which allows self-propelled TUIs to dynamically
and adaptively appear and disappear from the user’s attention.
From the classic research in Tabletop TUIs, tangible pucks have
been placed on top of a horizontal tabletop surface for graphical information associated with the pucks [36, 59]. Stage expands
on the role of such tabletop surfaces as a physical platform for
actuated TUIs. In our exploration, we defne the composition of
Stage with four basic primitive components: front-stage, back-stage,
boundaries, and transition portals. The roles of each component
for interaction design, as shown in Figure 2b, is described below.

Figure 2: Overall Design of (Dis)Appeaerables (a. Physical
Construction of the System, b. Interaction Modality that utilizes front-stage and back-stage to facilitate the appearing
and disappearing efects.)

3.1.1 Front-Stage. Front-stage is where the self-propelled TUIs
aford and signify interaction for users. The robotic devices can
perform explicit interactions with users in the front stage as with
classic Tabletop TUI systems. For example, these use cases include
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Figure 3: Expression and Illusions facilitated with Stage in (Dis)Appearables.
data representation, tangible interaction, and physical object manipulation.
3.1.2 Back-Stage. Back-stage is the space for actuated TUIs to
perform background tasks outside of the users’ attention. As shown
in Figure 2a, the back-stage can be either behind-wall or under-foor.
The back-stage allows UI systems to perform certain processes that
are ideally hidden from a user’s view. Such background tasks may
include assembly and reconfguration such as Mechanical Shells [34]
and assembling blocks [65], or charging the actuated TUIs batteries.
Furthermore, to appear to the front-stage efectively through the
transition portal, the background task may include alignment and
preparation for the entry onto the front stage.
3.1.3 Boundaries (Wall / Floor). Boundaries are physical barriers
between the front-stage and back-stage. The boundaries are either
walls (vertical) or foors (horizontal), which block users from seeing
and reaching the actuated TUIs behind/underneath. Boundaries
usually contain a type of transition portal that allow TUIs to transition between front- and back-stages.
3.1.4 Transition Portals. Transition portals bridge the front-stage
and back-stage to allow self-propelled TUIs to move in-between.
Thus, the portals are the key to the expression of (dis)appearance.
Various types of portals could be used for diferent boundaries
(wall/foor), intended interaction scenarios, and expressions.

3.2

Interaction Design Roles and Benefts of
Stage

In this section, we summarize the roles and benefts of the Stage as
two major points for the approach of (Dis)Appearables.
3.2.1 Directing Atention and Controlling Tangibility. By reconfguring the position of actuated TUIs on the Stage, the user interfaces
can be arranged so that they are intentionally hiding from users,
and vice versa. With this, the stage provides novel opportunities
for designers of an actuated TUI system to better focus and manage
the users’ attention in the foreground. Meanwhile, back-stage tasks
can occur including battery charging, shell reconfguration, or even
the 3D printing of new shells.
3.2.2 Present Efects of Controlling Existence for Interactivity and
Expression. With the design of Stage with front- and back-stages

connected by portals, a new element of the interaction design is
the way in which actuated TUIs enter and exit. (Dis)Appearables
focuses on exploring this research space to demonstrate how Stage
could support Self-propelled TUIs to control the existence on top of
the Stage for user interaction. Furthermore, when the Stage is combined with Mechanical Shells [31], to interchange the functionality
and appearance of actuated TUIs, it becomes possible to design
advanced expressions such as teleportation and transfguration.

3.3

Physical Expressions and Efects Facilitated
with Stage

The introduction of portals brings opportunity for robotic hardware to create novel physical expressions and illusions, which are
described below (Figure 3).
3.3.1 Basic Efects: Appear and Disappear. Firstly, simple appearing
and disappearing efects can be achieved by transitioning between
the front- and back-stage. These are the basic efects presented
and explored in (Dis)Appearables, and are used for other advanced
efects as primitive efects.
3.3.2 Graphic Combination Efects. When the basic efect of appearing and disappearing is combined with graphical media (i.e.
displays or projections), the stage allows the physical interface hardware to create efects that transition between pixel and physical.
While such expression has been previously explored in stage performances [46], shape changing UIs [8, 40], or Human Robot Interaction [39], such technique combining with Stage in (Dis)Appearables
for tabletop actuated TUIs brings great design oppurtunities which
we later demonstrate.
3.3.3 Multi-Robot Combination Efects. When (dis)appearing effects are combined with multiple self-propelled device on Stage,
other illusional efects can be created for user interaction. One
example is an expression of Teleportation – enabled by the disappearance of one device from one portal, and the appearance of
another device from another portal. By syncing the timing, it can
convey the expression of the physical objects teleporting to other
place.
By utilizing multiple devices, but with diferent shapes of actuated TUIs, it can create an expression of Transfguration. By letting
the two devices disappear and appear in co-located portal, it can
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Figure 4: Transition Portals’ Design Space in Four Quadrant based on Static / Dynamic, and Wall / Portal. (f-c: front-side closed,
f-o: front-side opened, b: back-side)
convey an expression that a single device or character has changed
its shape or size of its body. These techniques are often used in
magic performances, and (Dis)Appearables intends to incorporate
such techniques in the design of actuated TUI research [58].

4

TRANSITION PORTALS’ DESIGN SPACE

Figure 4 shows the design space of the transition portals and example portals, which have been explored in our paper for tabletop
wheeled TUIs. The design space is based on a four quadrants matrix with wall / foor portals, and static / dynamic portals. Static
portals have no moving mechanism, while the dynamic portals
contain actuation mechanisms (enabled by servo motors in our
examples), so the portals can close and be concealed when they are
not being used. The section below describes the example portals
based on these categories. While this design space is based on the
locomotion capability of wheeled robots on horizontal surfaces,
other self-propelled devices would likely have diferent portal design spaces which would need to be further explored (as indicated
in 7.6). Many of the transition portals are heavily inspired from
theatrical stages [56], which efectively ‘stage’ a character’s entrance and exit from the act to convey narratives to the audience
depending on the portals.

4.1

Wall Portals

The simplest wall-portal, Side Gap, uses the edge of the wall. For this
portal, the self-propelled TUI would simply go around the wall to
transition between front- and back-stages. Other static wall-portals
include, Hole, a simple tunnel on the wall (just like mouse holes
seen in ‘Tom and Jerry’), or Curtains. Unlike Side Gap, the other
portals allow robots to transit in the middle of the wall.

As for the dynamic wall portals, we have implemented multiple
types of doors using servomotors. The door hinge can be placed on
the side or top. These hinged doors, with its explicit design, may be
suitable for explicit character expression, such as entering/exiting
buildings in storytelling. Curtain Door uses a fabric that can be actuated by a servo motor to vertically open and close. The advantage
of employing the curtain portals for both static and dynamic uses is
the concealing of the portals when not in use. These portals could
be suitable for facilitating surprising user experiences by making
physical objects appear and disappear without explicit anticipation.

4.2

Floor Portals

For the static foor portal, we prototyped Ramp. This portal allows
the self-propelled TUIs to climb up the ramp to appear on the
front stage through a hole in the foor. The dynamic portal, Trap
Door adds an actuated hinged door to Ramp portal, so that when
the portal is not in use, it can cover the hole in the foor for selfpropelled TUIs to locomote over. Another dynamic foor portal is
Lift, which vertically elevates the user interfaces up and down using
a scissor mechanism.
Diferent types of portals can provide diferent ways for actuated
TUIs to (dis)appear on the stage. Designers and researchers could
efectively utilize these portal designs according to the intended
applications. Some usages of these portals are demonstrated in the
application section. Additionally, the portal prototypes presented
in this paper are only examples, and there are a range of potential
portal designs, especially when looking to theatrical stage design
[56] as inspiration.
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Figure 5: Four-phase Stage Design and Control pipeline.

5

STAGE DESIGN AND CONTROL PIPELINE

To explore the concept and design space of (Dis)Appearables, we
implemented a system based on two-wheeled robots, toioTM , used in
HERMITS [34]. Building on top of previously implemented system,
this paper focuses on a design and fabrication pipeline for Stages.
We describe the four-phase design and control pipeline; 1) Design
of Stage, 2) Fabrication of the Stage, 3) Control of self-propelled
TUI on the Stage and 4) Control Execution (Figure 5) 1 .

5.1

Plan and Design of the Stage with Design UI

First, to allow researchers and interaction designers to plan and
design Stage as a platform for self-propelled TUIs, we have developed a GUI-based design tool for Stages using Processing (Figure
6). In this GUI-based software, users can freely design the size of
the stage in a rectangular shape, the existence of an underground
foor beneath the main stage, positioning of walls, and positioning
of portals on the wall and on the foor. The maximum size of the
stage was 1260 mm x 1188 mm based on available toio mats [5]. For
the parameters of the portals, it is possible to adjust the types of
portals (e.g. ramp or lift for foor portals) and other properties (e.g.
direction of ramp).
With this software, users can plan the stage design and preview
what the stage would look like with a real-time 3D visualization.
After the design is completed, a design fle can be exported to be
used for the fabrication of Stage, as well as the control UI for the
robotic hardware to navigate on the designed Stage.

5.2

5.3

Figure 6: Example Views of Design UI of Stage.
1 The source code for the implemented software (Design and Control UIs and Path Plan-

ning Tool) can be found on https://github.com/mitmedialab/disappearables_CHI2022.

Fabrication of the Stage

For the fabrication of Stage, the physical platform’s basis has the
similar composition as the one in HERMITS [34] - a multi-layer
composition of ferromagnetic thin metal sheet and toio mats [5],
placed on a rigid surface (e.g. wooden table). With the metal sheet
on the interactive surface, the robots (embedded with magnets on
their bottom) acquire a robust locomotion capability with stronger
torque, which is suitable for haptic feedback [20] or mechanical
shell control [34].
For the holes of foor portals, the metal sheet was cut using a
water jet cutting machine. To compose a multi-layer stage with
under foor, we have also utilized a CNC router (ShopBot), to cut
out wooden boards to compose. The lower stage also has the multilayer composition. For the wall, styrene board was cut and placed
on Stage with extra holes for transition portals.
For transition portals with a dynamic mechanism, we have implemented a servomotor-activated mechanism. As shown in Figure
4, such servomotor-activated portals include doors, curtain doors,
trap doors, and lifts. The portals on the foor (ramps, and lifts) were
3D printed with additional layers of toio mats and iron sheets to
allow robots (embedded with magnets on the bottom as in [34]) to
travel even a steep ramp (Figure 8b). These ramps and lifts have toio
mats with fxed location pattern encoded, so that the control software can localize where robots are on the stage with corresponding
portals. (Mats used for the portals and the base stage have diferent
coordinate points so that the software can specifcally identify the
robots’ positions.) As the toio mats [5] had a thickness of 0.1mm,
we manually cut and overlayed them on the foor portal module.
As shown in Figure 8a, we have designed these portal modules to
be reconfgurable, so they can be reused in diferent stage designs.

Control System

Once the stage is fully fabricated, the robots can be placed on
the Stages for control. To control the robots on the stage, we have
developed two GUI software tools, a Control UI and a Path Planning
Tool. The Control UI is an updated tool from the HERMITS’ tool
to handle the I/O data with robotic hardware via Raspberry Pi
Bluetooth Modules [34]. The tool was developed in Processing
as in the previous version. We have updated this software with
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Figure 7: Example Fabrication of Stage (a. a stage with three
walls and a hole on each wall, on a large stage surface, b.
a stage with nine holes on a desk-shaped stage with underfoor design.)

Figure 8: a: Modules of Floor Portals (Left-Lift, Right-Ramp),
b: the section cut view of the Floor Portals with a layered
design comprising toio mats and iron sheets.

added 3D visualizations which renders the detected robot positions
in real-time on top of the model of Stage based on the exported
design fle from Design UI (Figure 9). With this control tool, users
can control the behavior of robots using joysticks, keyboards and
other primitive control interfaces. Additionally, the dynamic portals
activated by servo motors were controlled with Arduino-based
controller which is connected to the control computer with a wire.
On this GUI, users can select origin and destination points on the
stage for each robot using mouse cursors, which are passed to the
path planning tool to generate paths between two points (Figure
9b).

5.4

Multi-Agent Path Planning Tool

The control UI communicates with a multi-agent path planning
tool to automatically generate paths for multiple robots to navigate
on Stage from designated origin points to target points.
To manipulate multiple robots on Stages, a C++-based path planning tool was developed based on a basic version of Confict-Based
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Figure 9: Control tool that visualize the real-time position of
robots on the stages. (a: For the three wall stage in Figure 7a,
b: Using a mouse cursor on the 2D view of GUI to specify the
origin and destination points for each robot, c: Example of
localization view with ramps and under-foor based on the
design in Figure 7b. – the locations of robots on the software
rendering and the actual setup are in sync.)

Search (CBS) [45], which is a popular optimal algorithm from Multiagent Pathfnding (MAPF) literature. A survey by Stern et al. [47]
gives a review of variants of MAPF problems and the algorithms
developed for solving each variant. MAPF techniques have been
popularly used in action planning for warehouse robots [30].
The path planner tool frst reads a stage design fle that is generated by the control UI and creates a grid map, where each grid
size is equivalent to the toio robot’s dimension – 32 x 32 mm. The
tool also creates a set of blocked (impassable) cells on the grid
map to represent the stage walls. It also reads the start and goal
confgurations (e.g., locations) of robots from a control fle that is
generated by the control UI. Based on the grid map and the robot
confgurations, the tool runs the CBS algorithm to fnd a set of
collision-free paths for the robots. Each path contains a sequence
of actions (move up, down, left, right, wait) that a robot needs to
take at each time step. A set of paths is collision-free if robots do
not collide with other robots or obstacles while moving on the map.
A simple body collision checking is implemented based on the grid
map. A circle shape safe zone, which uses the diagonal length of
the robot as the circle’s diameter, is defned for each robot. Two
robots collide when their safe zones intersect. This circle design
aims to avoid the potential collisions during rotations of robots.
Figure 10 shows, the generated path from origin to destination
points for 24 robots on a stage, sized 1260 mm x 1188 mm, with three
walls and three wall-portals. This multi-agent paths, for example,
were generated approximately three seconds with our software.
Currently, the basic version of the control software does not
take the reconfgurability of shells into account, as it would add to
the complexity. However, it may be implemented in the future. For
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Figure 11: Urban Mobility Applications. (a. setup of interactive surfaces and projection, b. tangible interaction with
robots, representing dynamic vehicle data, appeared from
behind-wall, c. mechanical shells allowing time control, d.
shells representing other tangible objects)

6.2
Figure 10: Sample Result of Path Planning. Total of 123 steps
to navigate 24 robots on the stage (1260 x 1188 mm size)

example, we could employ algorithms and planning techniques designed for MAPF for large agents (LA-MAPF), which takes diferent
shapes of robots into account [26].

6

APPLICATIONS

Based on the approach and prototype presented, in this section
we demonstrate the potential application space that utilizes the
concept and technique of (Dis)Appearables. While each application
demonstrates specifc use cases, they indicate opportunities for
novel design and research in interaction with digital data, computer
devices, and physical environments via (dis)appearing efects.

6.1

Interactive Urban Mobility Simulation

The interactive mobility simulation demonstrates the use of (Dis)Appearables for interaction with digital data. For the stage, the two
walls placed on the stage hide the robots / actuated TUIs from the
users’ view, while the urban mobility simulation is projected on
the front-stage (Figure 11a). Supplemental simulation information
is projected on these walls for the users. As the users demand, the
robots would appear from the backstage to snap to the graphical vehicle data point, so that users can directly grab the vehicle snapped
to the data point (Figure 11c). By reconfguring the modules in
the back-stage, the robots can gain diferent shapes of module that
provides diferent functionality in the mobility simulation (Figure
11c, d).
This application well-utilizes the capability of (Dis)Appeaerables
by simulating a massive number of moving vehicles in a big city,
but in a focused area, by circulating actuated TUIs with limited
hardware resource in the background.

Afordance Design on Physical Desktop

(Dis)Appearables is a powerful approach to design afordances with
TUIs as well as everyday physical objects – by radically controlling
the existence of things. For example, an (Dis)Appearable embedded
desk can make distracting devices disappear (Figure 12). Figure
12b shows a smartphone which, after being placed on a charger,
is pulled out of users’ reach behind a wall with robots. While the
user is focused on an important task in the front-stage without
the distraction, the phone can be charged in the back-stage. While
researchers and industries work on features to disable notifcations
to help users’ focus [1], physically disappearing the UI itself from
users’ reach and view may be more efective. Accordingly, on the
physical work desk, appropriate UIs can (dis)appear according to
what the users are supposed to focus on (e.g. a multi-functional
mouse appear to support CAD operation as in Figure 12c). By utilizing pixel to physical transition efect, the CAD model would appear
from behind the monitor as if the digital data was physicalized
instantly (Figure 12d). Such functionality of on-demand shape appearance could be achieved by integrating the 3D print capability
shown in Figure 15.
Applications using tabletop robots for physical desk reconfguration has been explored in the past [19, 34, 53, 61], however,
their tabletop surfaces are often cluttered with physical objects and
(many) robots. Our example demonstrates how the interaction foreground space can be organized with the introduction of back-stage
for.

6.3

Remote Table Hockey

The remote table hockey application demonstrates the teleportation
and physical-digital transition efects of (Dis)Appearables. As shown
in the Figure 13, the hockey pucks, which are self-propelled robots
wearing shells, can transition in between one person’s feld to
another person’s feld remotely. Following a hit by a person with
a paddle, the puck can disappear from one person’s feld via a
wide portal on the wall with a curtain where the real-time image
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can be achieved, such as splitting a puck into multiple pucks (Figure 13 d, e) – this sequence demonstrates a type of transfguration
efect for (Dis)Appearables, but with changing the number of objects, in combination with transportation efect. The paddle can
also be composed with the Mechanical Shell with embedded robot,
to dynamically shift the size of the paddle according to the game
dynamics (Figure 13 f).

6.4

Figure 12: Desktop Reconfguration Application (a.
(Dis)Appearables embedded desk with minimal clutter
on front-stage, b. A smartphone being pulled out from
the front-stage (1) to the back-stage (2) after placed on the
wireless charging pad – to help user focus on their task, c.
A multi-functional mouse is pushed to the front for CAD
task, d. Digital 3D CAD data in the display appearing into
physical desktop with tangible shape.)
of the other person is projected (Figure 13 a ,b). The puck, then,
can teleport to the another person’s side of the feld that is visible
from the frst person through the projected real-time image (Figure
13 c). Even if they are physically separated, they can have such a
feeling of continuity through the virtually connected hockey felds
via pucks which transition in-between. We believe the perceived
transportation efect, together with physically replicating the force
and speed of the opponents’ hit, reinforces the physical presence
of the another [24].

6.5

Figure 13: Remote Table Hockey Application that can create
expression of teleportation for the hockey pucks to travel
across remote desk surfaces.
Furthermore, by interchanging the shells in the back-stage, other
special efects to make the game more dynamic and challenging

Gaming and Storytelling

The Pac-man application demonstrates multiple efects of (Dis)Appearables. As shown in the Figure 14, just like the classic Pacman, the characters can teleport from one end of the stage to the
another to represent the continuous connection of the feld (Figure
14 a1). The character can also transition to a larger body behind
a wall, to chase and beat the ghosts (Figure 14 a2). As for interaction, this could be a physical representation of the original gaming
controlled by other interfaces, or direct tangible gaming with rich
shape representations that are, for example, studied to train and
support motor skills for the elderly [11]. In a similar way, other
character expressions, such as Mario traveling through pipes, can
be expressed in a physical way which may advance existing tangible
playing experiences [23] (Figure 14b).
Another gaming application is a card game. Many card games
have employed the concept of ‘summoning’, to make monsters or
characters appear on the feld using their cards. While researchers
have developed combining augmented reality to create such summoning expressions from cards with graphic overlays [2], the technique of (Dis)Appearables would enable the cards to summon physical props. As shown in Figure 14b, as the cards are placed on the
foor portal by players (c1), the actuated TUI with an accompanying
shell can appear from the foor surface, under the card, as if the
physical characters emerged from the card (c2). The dragon shell
prototype, as shown in (c3), is designed to transform it’s shape
from the compact box to a larger dragon-shape. While portal sizes
in (Dis)Appearables restrict certain sizes and shapes of shells from
moving between the front- and back-stages, such expansion transformation capabilities for shells could help to bypass such limitations.

On-demand Mechanical Shell 3D Printing
in Back-Stage

To demonstrate how the dual stage design of (Dis)Appearables allows mechanical shells [31, 34] to be 3D printed on-demand in the
back-stage, we have experimented to 3D Print shells directly on a
3D Printer bed, and control the toio robots to take the shells out
from the 3D Print bed via a ramp. Figure 15 shows the example
workfow. After taking the shells away from the 3D printer, the
robots can bring the shell to the users in the front-stage for foreground interaction – in case of Figure 15, it is giving a heart-shaped
small gift sent from a remote person via an opening box mechanism.
An ideal version of this application could automatically generate
diferent design of mechanical shells according to the users’ interaction happening in the front-stage (e.g. the 3D data physicalization
seen in Figure 12d). To enable such interactions, instant 3D printing
technology [52, 62] may be integrated into the Stage design in the
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Figure 15: 3D Printing Mechanical Shells in the back-stage
(a), robots picking up the shell from the print bed directly using a ramp (b, c, d), and the unit appearing on the front stage
to provide foreground interaction (e). This example shows
an application.

Figure 14: Gaming and Storytelling Applications (a. Pacman application that demonstrates (1) teleportation, and (2)
transfguration efects, b. an expression of Mario traveling
through pipes, c. card game application with (1, 2) an expression of summoning from cards, (3) shape expansion of the
shell, and (4) character being defeated by pushed into a foor
portal.)

and stage gimmicks should contribute to the efects and impact of
appearing and disappearing, although the complicated technical
implementation can be challenging to be resolved.
In HCI, there have been a broad set of studies explored to control
the appearance of physical user interfaces and objects in combination with Augmented Reality system, and transparency changing
materials [28, 29]. Combining those research modalities with our
technique of physically obstructing the view/reach to TUIs can be
an interesting direction to explore.

7.2

Optimizing Resource of Space for
Back-Stage

Multi-modal Stage Design Opportunity

As (Dis)Appearables step into designing the spatial environment
for actuated and robotic UIs, a new design challenge is creating
physical spaces with embedded back-stages. For example, when we
implement the system in our living environment, it is important to
optimize the back-stage space so that it does not take away space
from the front-stage (or our foreground interaction space) while
keeping enough space in the back for storing robotic hardware
resource. Such optimization may better developed through a context
dependant understanding of required applications and interactivity.
In such a way, efcient space utilization would be a key criterion for
(Dis)Appearables in the future, either by stacking unused hardware,
or employing foldable mechanisms for certain modules, to maximize
the use of the space.

While we have focused on the basic stage design primarily in the
front- and back-stage designs inspired by theater designs, there are
multi-modal design opportunities for the interactivity on Stages. For
example, lighting is an important component to efectively guide
users’ attention to specifc objects/characters during a stage performance, and such techniques could be applied to the (Dis)Appearables
design with advanced light control using projectors, etc. Similarly, other theater techniques and methods including wire actions,
smoke, silk screens, or sound efects could be incorporated into
future Stage designs. These multi-modal interaction techniques

Although our implemented control system of multiple robots are
a basic tool that have successfully navigated multiple robots to
reach their destination points on Stages, other advanced controls
are needed for designing richer interaction and expression. For
example, while our implementation took around three seconds to
generate the path for 24 robots, dynamic and fexible path planning
in response to the real-time interaction / intervention by users
is crucial in the development of in situ interaction. Moreover, as

future. Shells with more complicated mechanism designs could be
printed by employing recent 3D Printing technique [16].

7

DISCUSSION, LIMITATION AND FUTURE
WORK

While we have introduced the general approach and concept of
(Dis)Appearables with a proof-of-concept prototype, there is further
research space and opportunities in this direction. In this section
we discuss the limitations and potential future work below.

7.1

7.3

Advanced Control of Robots on the Stage
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(Dis)Appearables introduces the incorporation of background tasks,
including module assembly and battery charging, future control
tools should automate these tasks. Such control tools also may
be able to tune the way robots transition through the portal to
create the appearing + disappearing efects more meaningful for
user interaction – to achieve the variety of expression presented in
our applications.
As for the methods to design the control of robots on the Stage
for users, diferent ways to direct and orchestrate the motion can be
improved. Rather than setting origin and destination coordinates
in GUI tools, incorporating tangibility can be a more intuitive way
to design motion, as explored in [9]. Physically grasping the robots
on the stage, and moving them across the stage could be a way to
direct the robots to make the path. With that, the automated path
planning tool could intervene to help defne the detailed path that
avoids collisions between multiple robots. As two-handed control
of multiple robots can be a difcult task for users, prior studies in
gestural and spatial interaction with Swarm User Interfaces [18]
could be applied as well.

7.4

Activating Stage and Portals with Robots

While the dynamic transition portals were actuated with servomotors in our prototype, these portals could be activated by the
robots themselves as a means of driving the system with unifed
hardware. We have created a preliminary prototype to develop lift
and door mechanisms activated by the toio-based robot hardware,
but there were challenges the bulkiness of mechanism as well as
torque limitations. These issues could be resolved with introducing
improved mechanical shell designs with compact and torque optimized mechanisms. Control software to operate additional docking
would be needed for such a tool as well.

7.5

User Study and Evaluation

The focus of this paper was in the development of an interaction concept and basic technology, and the future work could include a user study to explore and validate the efects introduced
in (Dis)Appearables. While the COVID-19 pandemic made it diffcult to allow people to experience the (Dis)Appearables, future
user studies could elucidate which portal designs are best suited
for specifc types of application and storytelling expressions. One
of the key questions here is to validate if users can believe physical
objects to appear and disappear. How would users perceive and
understand when physical objects appear and disappear, which
would never happen in the physical world? How would such efects
impact the afordance? What are the empirical diferences from
prior shape-changing and actuation approaches of (dis)appearing
UIs [8, 40, 52]? Addressing these questions through user studies
would be a meaningful contribution to the future design of actuated
TUI and Stages.
Additionally, with the design and control tools developed in this
paper, allowing designers, researchers, and children to prototype
interactive applications could be another future work. Through
such study, we would like to improve the design of our system and
examine the broader application space created by users.

7.6
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Designing Stages (or Space) for other
Actuated TUIs to (Dis)Appear

Lastly, the project (Dis)Appearable with Stages using wheeled robots
are one of the exploration and demonstration of our approach, and
this can be applied to other self-propelled interactive hardware. For
example, designing Stages for levitating TUIs (e.g. drones) [10, 22]
would require 3D space deign (rather than 2D stage) considering
more spatial locomotion capability for appearing and disappearing
efects. In such way, other devices could include actuated curve
interfaces [32, 33] (by extending locomotion capability as in snake
robots [27]), room-scaled robots (vacuum robots) [12, 49], or even
full-sized vehicles. Exploring the Stage and portal design that suits
the locomotion capability of each interactive hardware is an open
research agenda for future researchers.

8

CONCLUSION

In summary, we introduced (Dis)Appearables, an approach for selfpropelled actuated TUIs to appear and disappear for user experience
design using Stages. We have presented a design space for transition portals to enable versatile ways for the robotic entities to enter
and exit from the users’ attention, and introduced a design space
for physical expression to be facilitated through the approach of
(Dis)Appearables. We have developed a proof-of-concept prototype
with two-wheeled robotic hardware and developed an implementation pipeline for Stages that includes hardware fabrication as well
as design and control software. Multiple applications were presented to demonstrate the broad reconfgurable capabilities of the
system. Through (Dis)Appearables, we demonstrate an approach
for augmenting actuated TUI hardware with a Stage to serve as
a conceptual and physical platform for a variety of robotic and
actuated user interfaces. In doing this, we design a novel approach
that expands the expressive range of future physical and tangible
user interface designs. We believe designing peripheral environments for locomotive user interfaces is a rich opportunity for the
engenderment of next generation interfaces.
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